


Designer Antonino Sciortino has added new objects to 
existing shapes and collections from the privacy of his 
metal workshop in the centre of Milan. 

“I’m an artisan designer, I use my own two hands to work 
on shapes that I find relevant at a certain time. My designs 
are always the result of a need that I feel at any given time”, 
Sciortino explains. One of these needs is comfort. 

Sciortino also feels the need to introduce more nature into 
the home, in a hectic city like Milan. The new plant stands 
are designed to motivate people to incorporate more 
greenery in their interiors. 

The popular Serax designer also added some side tables 
and platters, in his own quirky style, made from iron. “My 
fascination for this material continues unabated. I started to 
work in my brother’s forge as a teen and I continue to work 
with iron on a daily basis. I find the resilience and strength 
of this material very appealing, as well as the simplicity that 
it exudes. Something that we appreciate in today’s interiors, 
I think.”

Designer Antonino Sciortino has added a series of FILIPPO 
side tables to the collection, to incite users to combine their 
shapes and colours. Sciortino’s tables, with their typical 
steel wire structure, are available in round, square and oval 
versions, in various hues of grey, ochre and black. They can 
be combined, depending on the interior or the occasion, 
into simple or more playful combinations. 

Antonino Sciortino’s understated designs are the perfect 
receptacles for fruit, vegetables, or interior design 
accessories. These bowls and dishes literally place their 
contents on a pedestal, raising them for everyone to see 
on slender legs. The various gradations of curvature – from 
rounded to a more pronounced oval – mean you can also 
mix and match the Nana bowls and dishes.

Although designer Antonino Sciortino lives in central Milan, 
plants play an important role in his own home interior. He 
now combines this passion for nature with his passion for 
ironwork in these VASARO plant stands. These elegant, 
black stands come in two heights so users can incorporate 
plants at varying heights in their own private jungle.























Product overview
Metal Sculptures

Plant Stand M Vasaro
Black - Iron

B7220102
D35 x H90 cm

Basket Nana
Black - Metal

B7220104
L20 x W20 x H6,5 cm

Basket Nana
Black - Metal

B7220108
L35 x W25 x H11 cm

Basket Nana
White - Metal

B7220106
L16,5 x W16,5x H15 cm

Basket Nana
Black - Metal

B7220110
L21 x W16 x H8,5 cm

Plant Stand S Vasaro
Black  - Iron

B7220101
D30 x H75 cm

Basket Nana
Black - Metal

B7220103
L45 x W14,5 x H6 cm

Basket Nana
Black - Metal

B7220107
L25 x W25 x H12,5 cm

Basket Nana
White - Metal

B7220105
L30 x W20 x H8,5 cm

Basket Nana
White - Metal

B7220109
L30 x W30 x H7,5 cm

MATERIAL 
Metal or Iron



Product overview
Metal Sculptures

MATERIAL 
Metal 

Side Table Filippo
Black 

B7220112
L40 x W40 x H35 cm

Side Table Filippo
Ocher 

B7220114
L46 x W40x H40 cm

Side Table Filippo
Black 

B7220111
L60 x W40 x H40 cm

Side Table Filippo
Grey 

B7220113
L40 x W40 x H30 cm



Chair Adriana incl. Armrest
Mat Black

B7220100
L40 x W40 x H84 cm

Chair Adriana
Mat Black

B7214292M
L42 x W40 x H83 cm

Cushion Commira
Grey

B7220036
L72 x W44 x H4 cm

Chair Commira
White

B7213168
L46 x W40 x H73 cm

Cushion Commira
Beige

B7220035
L72 x W44 x H4 cm

Chair Commira
Black

B7213167
L46 x W40 x H73 cm

Product overview
Metal Sculptures

MATERIAL 
Quickdry foam + dacron
Metal 
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